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A member of Climb Yangon working a route on top-rope
during rock climbing training at Bayin Nyi cave at Hpa-an,
Karen state.

A member of Climb Yangon on a route during their rock
climbing training at Bayin Nyi cave at Hpa-an, Karen state.

Myanmar mountaineers during their ascent of Ama Dablam
mountain in Nepal, in preparation for a mountaineering expe-
dition to Hkakabo Razi on the northern tip of Myanmar near
the border with China and India. — AFP photos

T
he film is called “Crazy Rich Asians,” but the cast
is proud to be showcasing such a rare array of
Asian culture and identity in a Hollywood movie.
The romantic comedy, opening in movie theaters

today and starring Constance Wu, Michelle Yeoh,
Awkwafina and newcomer Henry Golding, is the first
with an all-Asian ensemble cast from a major studio in
25 years.

“Fresh Off the Boat” actress Wu plays New York
economics professor Rachel Chu, who flies to Singapore
to meet her boyfriend’s family only to discover that it is
one of the wealthiest in the country. Amid the lavish par-
ties and romantic setbacks, the film highlights the clash
of Western and Asian cultures and the tension between
old-money Chinese families in Singapore and the nou-
veau riche.

It is also a love letter to Singapore, as the camera
lingers on the city’s modern and traditional architecture,
parks, nearby tropical beaches, street food and music. “I
wanted to reflect that this was a warm place, that it wasn’t
a strange alien planet that you are going to, as Asia is
often depicted,” said director Jon M. Chu, who was raised
in California by Taiwanese parents and had never previ-
ously been to Singapore.

The cast was drawn from Taiwan, Britain, China,
Malaysia, the Philippines, the United States and Australia,
along with Singapore, where it was filmed. “It was like a
swap meet of experiences of being Asian in different
countries,” said Golding, who was born in Malaysia and
raised in Britain.

“Everybody had struggled in some aspect with their
identity, so to be able to share that and come together and

strengthen together, you couldn’t even imagine,” he said.
Gemma Chan, a London-born actress of Chinese heritage,
said that making the movie had made her re-think her
identity. “When I was younger, as most children do, you
just wanted to fit in. My Barbies had blond hair and blue
eyes. I always felt, I’m different, I wish I wasn’t different.
“Now I feel more proud than ever of my Asian heritage
and it’s something I can happily embrace,” she said.

While the film is unapologetically Asian, even down
to a game of Mahjong and a dumpling-making scene,
the filmmakers say its themes of family, love and the
struggle to be accepted are universal. “It is a rare movie
that is culturally specific, yet for the world,” said actor
Ken Jeong. — Reuters

Crazy rich on film, proud to be Asian

Atwo-week jungle trek followed by a sheer climb
up avalanche-prone slopes to a jagged ridge of
icy pinnacles awaits three Myanmar moun-
taineers planning to take on Hkakabo Razi, a

peak so treacherous it has been conquered only once.
Believed to be the highest in Southeast Asia, the mountain
stands at an estimated 5,881 meters (19,294 feet) in the
northern tip of Myanmar near the border with China and
India, a Himalayan cap of the largely tropical nation. The
formidable route to the top starts with a grueling 240-
kilometre (150-mile) slog by foot through Kachin state’s

dense jungle, filled with venomous snakes and bloodsuck-
ing leeches.

But it is the challenging climb itself that has thwarted
nearly all of the handful of attempts to reach the summit,
one of which resulted in a deadly rescue attempt. “The dif-
ficulty level of the mountain is extreme,” Zaw Zin Khine,
32, told AFP during a break from a training session on a
limestone karst cliff in eastern Karen state. The team will
have to negotiate precipitous faces of loose scree, fre-
quent avalanches and a choice between ridges spiked with
towers of rock and shrouded in snow and ice.  “There is a
risk we won’t come back alive,” the climber added. He and
his two partners Pyae Phyo Aung, 36, and Aung Khaing
Myint, 32, aspire to make history as the first all-Myanmar
team to summit the mountain. They also hope to settle a
decades-long dispute over whether Hkakabo Razi or the
nearby Gamlang Razi-also in Myanmar-claims the honor
as the region’s highest.

‘Makes Everest look easy’ 
The three climbers, now waiting for the right window in

the weather to start their expedition, have been in inten-
sive training for months, including a trip to Nepal and ses-
sions in a Yangon gym, wearing masks to simulate low-

oxygen levels at altitude. Team member Pyae Phyo Aung is
one of only two people from Myanmar to have summited
Mount Everest but he says Hkakabo Razi’s isolation and
lack of infrastructure makes it far more perilous. “Even if
you’re 70 years old, you can get to the top of Everest if
you have the money to pay people to pull you up,” he
says. “They maintain the routes from the base camp to the
summit, have lots of porters and it’s easy to find people by
air if they’re missing. That’s not the case on Hkakabo Razi.”

The first known attempt to scale the mountain was by
British explorer and botanist Frank Kingdon-Ward in
1936.  In his book “Burma’s Icy Mountains”, he describes
how the peak “utterly defeated” him, forcing him to turn
back a vertical kilometer below the top. It took another 60
years before Japanese mountaineer Takashi Ozaki and his
Myanmar climbing partner Nyima Gyaltsen prevailed on
their third attempt. Ozaki, the first-ever climber to suc-
cessfully tackle Mount Everest’s north face, reportedly
described the peak as “one of the most difficult and dan-
gerous mountains in the world”.

Two separate expeditions in 2014 both met with costly
failure. One local Myanmar team never returned, a tragedy
magnified when a rescue helicopter crashed, killing one
pilot. The other ill-fated ascent is the subject of a National
Geographic documentary. The expedition ground to an icy
halt on what team member Emily Harrington remembers as
a “nightmare ridge” that dropped off for hundreds of feet
on either side, leaving them “depleted on all fronts”. “We
kinda assumed it would be like Nepal and Pakistan where
the culture is centered around the mountains,” the 31-
year-old told AFP from California.  “But it’s not. They’re
not used to people coming here to trek so we had to take
more on ourselves.”

‘Listen to the mountain’ 
This year’s expedition organizers are preparing for

anything. Tycoon Tay Za, who was behind both the 2014
Myanmar team’s failed attempt and the successful
ascent of Everest, is also bankrolling this venture, which
is expected to take around two months. The three
climbers will have a five-member support team and
some 70 porters to help-compared to 25 last time-as
well as several rescue helicopters on stand-by. “If we
complete this, we can be proud Myanmar citizens,” Zaw
Zin Khine said.  “We plan to plant the nation’s flag with
our own hands at the summit.”

He also hopes they will inspire more climbers in a
country that only boasts a few dozen enthusiasts. But
Harrington warns that reaching the summit is not every-
thing and advises the team to “listen to the mountain”.
“If it’s telling you not to go for it then don’t go for it. In
my head the only thing that matters is that you come
back alive.” — AFP

Myanmar climber Pyae Phyo Aung sighting a route dur-
ing rock climbing training at Bayin Nyi cave at Hpa-an,
Karen state.

Myanmar mountaineers Aung Khaing Myint (right), Zaw Zin
Khine (center), and Pyae Phyo Aung (left) during their ascent
of Ama Dablam mountain in Nepal.

Myanmar climber Aung Khaing Myint preparing gear for rock
climbing training at a gym in Yangon.

Myanmar climbers eye Hkakabo 
Razi - the peak conquered only once

Myanmar mountaineers
during their ascent 

of Ama Dablam 
mountain in Nepal.

‘Even if you’re 70 years
old, you can get to 

the top of Everest if you
have the money to pay
people to pull you up’

Myanmar climber Pyae Phyo Aung
(right) setting up a tent during rock
climbing training in Bayin Nyi cave

at Hpa-an, Karen state. 


